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What do I do?

I am known for sorting out problems that generate unwanted costs, hold back
growth or undermine sales. I take things that aren’t working well and make them
work better. Mostly, I interrogate the organisation’s own, readily available data to
pinpoint problems. I can usually do that very quickly. Then, I work with the client to fix
what’s not working.
If you know or suspect your organisation could be doing better, and you can’t put
your finger on exactly what’s wrong or what to do about it, maybe I can help.
Data to help most business challenges already sit inside your own systems. I
can get it out and give you useful insights that help solve a wide variety of
business challenges.

Recent career history
I’ve spent my career working for technology companies
(Digital (DEC), Demon, Computacenter), running business
operations, marketing functions and product teams, and
being sent in to trouble-shoot things that aren’t working.
I love systems and data and what they can do. I’m a fanatic
about working out what the customer wants and how we can
deliver it.
I’m a technically Savvy Manager of Product Management,
Vendor Management and Operations teams in Market Leading
IT, Enterprise Software and Internet companies.
I have extensive knowledge of the Enterprise IT, Cloud & Open
Source Industries, their business models and routes
to market used.
I’m also an experienced Senior People Manager.

Dec/12 - Date
Short-Medium term Business Improvement
interim contracts (Own Business)
Aug/11 - Nov/12
Enterprise Business Improvement & Analytics
Internal Sales Computacenter
Feb/09-Aug/11
Category Manager, Virtualisation
Open Source & SW Renewals Computacenter
Jan/06-Feb/09
Director, Merchandising & Operations
Software Business Unit Computacenter
Aug/04-Dec/05
P&L carrying Product Marketing Manager
Linux Systems CCD

Education and courses
Key Courses

Certifications

Wardley Mapping Map Camp (London, 2017)

Amazon AWS Certified Business Professional (2016)

Selling to the CxO (Citrix Elite Sales Training, 2011)

Google “Making Sense of Data” (2014)

Leadership and Followership (Sandhurst) 2008

Passed MongoDB “MongoDB for Python Developers” and
“MongoDB for DBAs” online training, both with distinction
(2013)

Pricing for Profit (Winkler) 1991 (including how to increase
profits during a price war, later applied!)
Coursera Certificates:
Gut Check: Exploring your MicroBiome (2015)
Intro to Genomic Technologies (2015)
Python for Genomic Science (2015)
Command Line Tools for Genomic Data Science (2015)

Red Hat Certified Salesperson for Platform, Middleware,
Virtualisation and Storage (all 2013)
VMware VSP (2010)
Citrix CCSP (2009)
Self taught on many other software products.

Case studies

Understanding lifecycles
The seminal work on managing products through their
lifecycles remains “Crossing the Chasm” by Geoffrey
Moore. At different stages of life, products are attractive to
different audiences, and need different types of back story
to both sell – and to evolve – as years go by.
I always found myself laboriously cross referencing its
230+ pages too often, so ended up summarising it onto
one sheet of A4. I had my PA redraw it for me in
Microsoft Publisher.
The lessons from that work can be applied to any new
product or service you manage.
Rather than telling me off for publishing the end result on
my blog, the book author publicised it to all his followers on
LinkedIn. Several thousand copies were downloaded.

Customers self serving
I was asked to startup a Software Business with eight
shared telesales staff, 2 technical sales support, 1
logistics person, a European supply business in Galway,
25,000 UK customer contacts and a budget for a
catalogue and direct mail effort. Year 1 target $35 million.
We agreed a simple two page supply contract. Built our own
simplified price list. Translated the first version of a catalogue
from German colleagues. Once we had trial orders working
well and satisfied we could handle inbound volume, we sent
the catalogues out, and waited.
Two weeks passed, only a dribble of orders. Thought my
career was over, losing sleep, agonizing on what I’d done
wrong. And then – bang – an avalanche started flowing, and
continued unabated.
The second quarterly catalogue was written using all the
guidelines listed in Drayton Birds’ “Commonsense Direct
Marketing”; all but the one suggestion of implementing a

sweepstake. And the business sped up even faster, with 89%
of the total order volume coming in direct from customers,
correctly priced at source. Given the complexity of the
products and their licensing terms, this was a major feat.
Customers appreciate it, no unwanted surprises to handle,
and sales are left to manage larger opportunities in their
accounts.
After 18 months, we crossed $100 million in sales. The
testing and improvements never stopped through to the
time I got promoted to run the UK Software Products
Business for the company. The same feat repeated in my
next company, with a simple catalogue to sell systems
products.

Finding the focus
I was given two people to help manage the “long tail” of
over 1,000 software vendors, which between them
represented around £50m in revenue. Two vendors
represented about 25% of the money, and the Top 5
around half. Over 995 the rest. While we focused most
of our effort on the top 5, we were also keen to spot
vendors whose growth trajectory made them good bets
to invest time in for the future.
One management tool is the BCG (Boston Consulting
Group) chart, which positions products (or companies) into a
2x2 of growth and market share matrix; “dogs”, “question
marks”, “stars” and “cash cows”. We instituted a process
where we fed a Tableau model with all vendors, our sales
volumes of each per year, and mapped them onto a pseudoBCG model (with each data point a bubble, size in
proportion to our revenue).
We then allocated our time and effort appropriately across
the whole base, ensured terms with the high growth vendors

were in place, and most important of all, exceeded our profit
targets every quarter for the two years we ran as a team.
One of my staff subsequently left and used the same
technique on his organisation’s 4000 customer advice web
pages, where he solicited “helpfulness” feedback on each
from readers at the point of use, and mapped these against
page access volumes.
The resulting chart enabled the content team to
prioritise corrections to areas of the website where they
had most positive impact – to continuously improve
service to their customers.

Customer profiling
An Internet Service Provider with 110,000 customers and
an ambition to double this within 2 years asked me:
“How would you achieve that?”. There appeared to be
two angles to work this; one to understand as much as
we could about the folks we’d attracted to date in
aggregate, the other to understand why 1/3 of new
arrivals were churning within 3 months of joining.
You can deduce a lot from dumping out postcodes and
getting a third party to report on the demographics; likely age
group, relative wealth, likely media readership, hobbies, etc.
For companies, their turnover, employee count at that
location, industry and so forth. As a result, we initiated press
and magazine advertising aimed at specific titles, and
instituted a process to measure the response from every ad
execution. At first by asking people where they’d seen an
advert, which in the event was dubious on both sides – either
the customers memory, or the telesales agent habit of

?

picking the first choice on the menu in front of them. So we
put different phone numbers for each publication, and
measured response off the telephone switch reports instead.
The resulting data was compiled by my PA weekly, and the
response stats fed back to the media buyers.
The act of continuous testing and experiments had us
landing customers for £30 each, where our main
competitor was spending £180. After two years, 228,000
paying customers; job done, and the company sold to a
larger group.

Chinese takeaway menus
The very first assignment I was given working
alongside salespeople was to suggest a list of ideas of
how to grow the software business transacted through
two Industrial Distributors.
At the time, they were trading around £700,000 per year in
software sales. I listened to the calls coming into staff
around me. The most common questions were the sort of
thing a short list of our own products, listed by categories,
would answer – as our own product names betrayed the
answers.
So, I knocked up a spoof Chinese Takeaway Menu that
salespeople could put in their pocket. If a customer wanted
to know about comms software, look under
Communications, see a section on “IBM Comms”, and the

salesperson could see there was a 2780/3780 card reader
emulator, or another that looked like an IBM 3271 terminal.
Job done.
The next question was price – and I managed to do a
similarly structured price list. Smallest machines had lowest
cost licenses, bigger machines more – but easy to look up
by category, look in the appropriate machine column, and
quote directly.
Those two steps had the business go from Industrial
Distribution being the smallest UK Software District,
with one employee – to the largest (£6m) in 2 years.

Improving cash collection

A company was replacing its ERP system, and many of
the business reporting pieces were well down the
planned priority list.

payment – avoiding any delay. As a side effect, it also outed
one customer who was routinely querying every invoice;
something put on the agenda for the next review meeting.

I managed to decode some of the table structures, and had
a procedure in place that would put of report of every
invoice amount, by invoice and customer – on the sales
support managers desk every morning. This was sorted by
customer, date due, invoice value and whether any invoice
query was already in play.

End result: 60 days DSO heading down back to a 30 day
norm – on a £700m/year business.

Besides calling before each invoice payment was due, the
manager could also work to resolve any issues preventing

Secondary call desk productivity
I managed several teams at one large reseller, one of
which was a support desk fielding complex software
licensing questions for our nationwide sales support
teams. One area of concern was that their overall call
volume growth – and requests for extra staff – were
outpacing the revenue and profit growth of the
business they were supporting.
The manager was doing a good job, and had one member
of staff compiling call statistics. I told her that her folks would
have the best feel for the reasons, and any approach to
reduce the reasons why they were called.
I gave her two guidelines. (1) the statistics were golden, and
should continue to be a good basis on which the effect of
any corrective action could be assessed. (2) in the first
month where their actions resulted in a 25% reduction in call
volume was achieved, that I’d put £150 bonus in each of her
teams pay packets.
The team had their own meeting where the bonus offer was
made, and they worked a set of action plans together. Some

local office training for Sales Support New Hires was put in
place, as these turned out to be a big source of common
questions. A second discovery was that a number of
questions resulted in follow up clarification calls coming in,
so they built a collection of email answers with the common
follow up questions answered in the template itself.
The next month, they all received their £150 bonuses in
full. The team continued improving their templates, and
hasn’t needed to grow in size since, even though the
business they support grew 2.5x in my time managing
them.

Renewals
In one assignment, we put together a tracking system of
support services due for renewal based on historic
product sales, and ran a 90, 60, 30, 15 day warning
process with quotes – and an offer to add in any other
like product in the customers estate.

As an added dimension, we published league tables of the
various sales units % renewal performance to feed the
innate competitive bragging rights and camaraderie
between teams, and reviewed each units pipeline with the
respective managers weekly.

Keeping tabs on what a customer had bought, and being
timely on reminders on license or support renewals, turned
out to be a great asset. Not only because we earnt money
by keeping our customers up to date, but also as a voyage
of discovery; we often found assets purchased from other
places that we could wrap into the resulting process.

That business went from zero to a run rate of over
£50m/year. In time, further analysis suggested that 89%
of the total profits came from 11 vendors, so we
deepened focus on those, while at the same time
employing one person dedicated to chasing the largest
value renewals in the pipeline. This business is still in
place to this day.

This across over a 100 different vendors products. Where
applicable, to offer vendor suggested upgrades if applicable.
All this backed onto Sales Support staff, who’s management
bonuses depended on hitting % retained (by value) targets,
usually by working through a purchasing team and to the
users of the products in the customers organization.

Business running blind
One client had just installed a “death star” size accounting
system across it’s operating subsidiaries, but the day to day
business reporting was way down the implementation priority
list – and hence an uncomfortable six months where
significant parts of the company were running blind.
This included a 200 strong, £700m revenue internal sales function,
who were the primary day to day contact point for many household
name organisation’s purchasing and accounts departments. The
basic need was to give managers access to 17 reports, most
received daily, to allow management to keep customers happy and
to deliver various Key Performance Indicators.
I sat down with some knowledgeable developers and reverse
engineered some of the key data tables used by the system, and
arranged to have daily extracts scheduled in the early hours every
morning. I downloaded the current financial years trading history
off the old, IBM AS400 based system, and did so in order to get a
consistent, joined up, up to date picture of the whole business year
to date. Then implemented the 17 reports needed using Tableau
Desktop Professional, customized for each of 7 Internal Sales

Managers own customer bases. At this point, albeit a daily manual
process for me, everyone had a full picture of their business,
upcoming invoice payments due, invoices in query and where they
needed focus to achieve their respective KPIs.
The Internal Systems function elected to standardize future
reporting using Microsoft SQL Services Reporting Services.
The reports and graphs were then produced automatically
every night, and managers could download data of interest
into Excel if they wanted to perform follow up actions on any
aspect of their business. Job done, and my sponsoring
Manager was promoted to run Internal Sales across the whole
of the company European Operations.

Team testimonials

Quotes from my colleagues

“

One of the best
managers I’ve ever
had

“

Ian’s knowledge of IT
and software is truly
encyclopaedic

“

Ian is my techy
guru and source of
funny jokes

Bill Gates, then CEO, Microsoft

“

There was only one person in that room who
knew what he was talking about. Hire him.

to his VP International at the time, Scott Oki.
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